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PALATINEBEDS has manufactured high quality contract mattresses for 
generations. A tradition of craftsmanship is complemented by modern, state of 
the art technology in our Newcastle based factory.

We offer several hotel base options - legged divan, deep divan, drawer divan 
and a variety of metal bed options. We also have water resistance options 
available on some of our mattresses. Because all PALATINEBEDS’ bases are 
constructed by hand you can choose from one of four covers that best suits 
your needs:

• PVC - fully water resistant
• Nautilus blue - fully breathable, anti-static, antibacterial and water resistant
• Stitchbond - basic contract fabric
• 100% pure cotton

We manufacture a wide range of specialist hotel and guest house 
mattresses and bases for clients across the UK. Our mattresses and bases 
are available in all sizes and conform to BS7177 Ignition Source 5 for 
medium contract use.

A 1,000 count pocket sprung mattress with 
generous layers quality fillings, hand tufted 
with a quilted border.

A superb 1,400 count pocket sprung 
mattress hand tufted with luxury fillings, 
perfect for a 5 star hotel or luxury holiday 
cottage.

A traditional hand tufted semi-firm open coil 
mattress with side wall supports and quality 
fillings.

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF SPECIALIST
HOTEL MATTRESSES

GIBSIDE

MATFEN

DELAVAL



DELIVERINGA
QUALITYSERVICE
Since 2005 PALATINEBEDS has been manufacturing luxury hotel mattresses 
and divan bases for STR Enterprises hotels, who have a portfolio of boutique, 
high end hotels across the North East. 

PALATINEBEDS is committed to delivering a flexible and responsive 
service for all of our customers. We are proud of our rich heritage and we 
can guarantee that our mattresses and bases are comfortable, durable and 
competitively priced.

For further information on how 
PALATINEBEDS can work with your 
organisation please contact us on:

Telephone: 0191 277 2544

Email: palatine.sales@yhn.org.uk

Web: www.palatinebeds.co.uk

Chris Sanderson, Director of STR Group

“We’ve worked with PALATINEBEDS for over 7 
years, the mattresses they manufacture for us are 
perfect for our hotel as they are hardwearing, long 
lasting and very comfortable. Ensuring that our guests 
have a good night’s sleep is of paramount importance 
for us, our guests regularly comment on what a 
fantastic night’s sleep they’ve had. They often want 
to know where we got the mattresses from and I am 
always happy to tell them that they have slept on a 
PALATINEBEDS mattress.”

“We regularly order the Matfen mattress which is very
competitively priced and delivers 5 star comfort. The 
quality of the workmanship in all of PALATINEBEDS’ 
products is outstanding and they always meet our 
timescales.”


